tasies retained traditional gender and racial stereotypes (especially in Augustine's reading of the Mosaik "Dig and Dag" comics). Augustine concludes, "Technological greatness was not only the dream of the SED, but also of the populace" (p. 252).
This chapter on technological fantasies in popular culture is important, but it seems isolated. Perhaps more could have been done to fi nd or illuminate connections between cultural attitudes toward technology and political decisions illustrated throughout the remainder of the book. Did popular excitement for technology lead to a broader admiration for engineers and scientists on the part of workers and local party offi cials? Augustine's discussion of tensions between workers and engineers seems to imply otherwise. Here, Augustine's reliance on biography reveals certain limits.
Overall, however, the focus on individual life stories in Red Prometheus provides an intriguing model for overcoming the silences of government records. Certainly, Augustine has provided a welcome addition to the increasingly sophisticated scholarship on East Germany. Her research is very well situated in the historiography, establishing a solid middle ground between studies that stress the totalitarian state's ability to dominate everyday life and those that recognize the limits of dictatorship. Historians of science and technology especially will appreciate this well-researched study, but any student of society in authoritarian states will benefi t from it.
scott This book is a call for ethnography as a method for the study of, and intervention in, contemporary society and politics, especially in the United States. It is written by David Westbrook, a self-described "sympathetic outsider" engaged in a dialogue with anthropology. He teaches at the University of Buffalo Law School in New York and has also published on global capitalism, on corporations, and on U.S. strategy toward Islamic extremists.
Here, he suggests refashioning ethnography as purposeful conversation, making it more appealing and useful not just for anthropologists but especially for scholars and intellectuals in other fi elds, who might fi nd their sometimes boring pursuits enlivened by the delight of purposeful conversation with living people.
The book is written not primarily for anthropologists but for intellectuals and students generally (mostly those in the United States: most references are Anglo-American, and the "now" of the book clearly refers specifi cally to the United States). The author hopes that anthropologists, too, might take its message to heart. Some, like myself, will fi nd quite a bit to disagree with, and also fi nd Westbrook bashing through quite a few already open doors. But we would do well to applaud this attempt to promote the ethnographic investigation of contemporary issues.
Ethnography as "refunctioned" by Westbrook would help "navigate" the contemporary by way of multisited "conversations" (p. 24). He makes potent observations on the potential of such encounters and many interesting suggestions, and yet he is not so much after reinventing ethnographic practice-in deference to the revamping and expansion of ethnography already under way in anthropology-as a "fresh and [widely] understandable statement of what it is to do ethnography, a new image of what it is to be a cultural anthropologist" (p. 61).
Westbrook would like ethnography to be deployed in investigating contemporary issues, from "how people . . . live now" to "going to war, derivatives trading, or the formulation of energy policy," and he wants it to engage not only experts licensed to pronounce the offi cial truths but also "people who know something, or perhaps exercise power." The ethnographic "conversational practices" to be deployed are envisioned as "systematized, taught, and institutionalized"; this in order to "think seriously and perhaps even speak politically" about issues such as the current war(s) (pp. 23-24).
Thus formulated, Westbrook's expansion of ethnography has great potential indeed, even for contentious problems like why the Iraq war was started-not least since, as many have pointed out, in that decision, dialogue and argument were excluded in favor of a "faith-based" certainty that the mass media helped orchestrate. The idea of the anthropologist as someone who might be investigating ethnographically how such certainty is fashioned and propagated is certainly more than welcome, and is not at odds with current anthropology.
The author's argument for ethnography's renewal is based both on the celebration of its contemporary potential and on the perceived crisis of an anthropology unable to move beyond earlier misconceptions. Possibly for the sake of rhetorical expediency, Westbrook consistently elaborates a straw-man characterization of past anthropology as the collecting of exotic but dying cultures on isolated, faraway islands. He is correct, for sure, that the general public and many scholars do still see anthropology as the pursuit of vanishing cultures, and its methods thus can indeed come to seem forlorn now that "the maps have no more blank spaces; [and] the islands have run out" (p. 9). According to Westbrook, in place of vanishing geographic margins, anthropology now has shifted to social margins and failed to study (mainstream) contemporary issues.
There is some truth to this, but don't readers deserve to hear more about the new "anthropology at home," the "studying up" targeting the rich and powerful, and the restudy of out-of-the-way places as deeply intertwined with wider worlds and processes that shape both "them" and "us," as well as the powerful new collaborative trend (e.g., Bamo et al.
1 )? Westbrook also, despite brilliant general critiques of ossifi ed academics, fails to query the underlying reasons for anthropology's marginalization (or, neutralization) or for its self-marginalization. (On the latter, see Kulick;
2 regarding how past anthropological exoticizing of time and space can itself be understood as produced within larger world-historical processes, see, for example, Ekholm Friedman and Friedman 3 ). The real force, and also the threat, of anthropological theory lies precisely in its powers as an analytic tool for elucidating our imaginaries, to uncover, for example, how injustices (like slavery, for example) are instituted and simultaneously mystifi ed so as to perpetuate them. Westbrook himself does hint, on the book's last page, that his ethnography "presents a way for us to get to know our own worlds. The unsettling part of the enterprise is our realization that we have deluded ourselves into thinking we already understood" (p. 152, and, similarly only in passing, on pp. 14, 133ff., etc.).
But the book mostly depicts anthropology as merely the (tame) "rediscovery of humanity in the peripheral subject," and, nowadays, fi nding "humanity in out-of-the-way, often oppressed, subjects" (p. 11) and possibly let the exotic make us "reconsider the familiar" (p. 152). This leaves the reader with only a vague romance of "humanity" that excludes anthropology's powerful insights about how the self of "ourselves" itself is culturally and socially constituted in a history linked with others' history. Its capacity for exposing the workings of our "imaginaries" never quite emerges in the book, and that distracts from Westbrook's laudable call for studying the contemporary. It may be true that "we are all ethnographers onto ourselves," that all people orient themselves by attempting to "describe" how their world "hangs together" (p. 43), but anthropology cannot end with describing our world as it is: it proceeds to analyze it, to "see patterns" (p. 98), for example, in how certainty is orchestrated.
My observations here are not to contradict or undercut the thrust of Westbrook's call. I should like to amplify it, but I do have one more worry. In some of the best parts of the book, Westbrook offers a riveting critique of the ongoing bureaucratization of universities and calls for disarming it through multisited ethnographic encounters and conversations that will penetrate disciplinary fortifi cations and even distance the academic intellectual from his or her university. But he does not touch on a related burning issue for contemporary ethnography: the limitations placed on such research in American universities. Given the infamous past violations of human research subjects' integrity (in medicine, etc.), everyone agrees that transparency and some protocol is necessary in research. However, the current human subjects regime controlling student and faculty research is based primarily on biomedical science, where researcher-"patient" interaction is typically much more rigidly organized and delimited than in sociocultural anthropology. For example, the current regime relies heavily on limited written consent, which meets the expectations of U.S. legal "culture" (it also notably ensures protection of universities as institutions functioning within its particular framework) but can become a problematic or even detrimental intervention in other places around the world, and fi ts poorly with anthropologists' participant observations and conversations that sometimes run over multiple years and clearly demand a rather different sort of policing. (I leave out the questions regarding how the ethnography of the powerful, or, why not, the evil, can be justifi ed, or indeed funded.) Even the famous, foundational Belmont report itself explicitly noted that its approach was for biomedical style research; other protocols would have to be developed for qualitative research like anthropological ethnography. 4 This never happened; all ethnography proposals are shoehorned into an ill-fi tting apparatus. One author asks ominously if we are witnessing the end of ethnography "as collateral damage of ethical regulation?"
5
The current ethics framework is itself culturally particular, but is assumed to be self-evidently universal, and it exemplifi es a quest for certainty somewhat akin to that mentioned by Westbrook. As such, it's itself open to subversive analysis, based on, why not, a Westbrookian ethnography-but would that be granted permission by the University of Buffalo Institutional Review Board? magnus fiskesjö Cornell University
